Warren Avis opened the first car rental operation located at an airport at Willow Run Airport in Detroit, USA, in 1946, with an investment of USD 85,000.

Morris Mirkin founded Budget Rent A Car in Los Angeles, USA, in 1958, with an investment of USD 10,000 and one co-worker – his wife.

And... Angeline likes 4 wheels as much as she likes 2 wheels!
GLOBAL BRANDS

AVIS
Budget
zipcar

LARGE LOCAL BRANDS

Maggiore
FranceCars
apex car rentals
Payless

NETWORK BRANDS

AmicoBlu
MORINI
turiscar
TurisPrime
aclhire

Mega APAC 2019, #MegaAPAC
600,000 Vehicles
30,000 Employees
11,000 Rental Locations in 180 Countries Around the World
165,000 Connected Vehicles
8.7 Billion Annual Revenue Worldwide
1M Zipcar Members Worldwide
Smart Mobility
Flexible, on-demand travel
Leipzig, Cologne and Dortmund

Germany
A collaboration between
• Avis Global & Avis Philippines
  in partnership with
• Smart Telecommunications, Inc. & Metro Davao Taxi Operators Association (MDTOA)
European Series

- 10% discount on standard rates
- Priority parking on race day
- Priority bike racking capability
- Have family member or friend award their IRONMAN medal after completion of race

- Additional 10% on race weekends or throughout the year *(as long as partnership stands!)*
6 Wheels in New Zealand
Drive-Bike Itineraries

Drive with AVIS®

Bike with travelwander
DRIVER'S IMPRESSION
What will you see?

The Art of Discovery

Every journey is an opportunity to explore places you’ve never been. To experience different perspectives and to see the world in a new light.

A series of road trips across New Zealand and Australia, through the eyes of an eclectic mix of artists.